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By Carol Shields and Sara Cassidy. Directed by Roy Surette. An Arts Club Theatre Company and 
CanStage coproduction. At the Stanley Industrial Alliance Stage until May 1

Carol Shields and Sara Cassidy's Unless sits between the sensibilities of the novel from which it was 
adapted and the play it is trying to become. The script's meditative quality offers unique pleasures, but 
I sometimes wanted that meditation to be more thoroughly grounded in action and interaction.

In Unless, Reta Winters, an author of light fiction, is in pain. Her eldest daughter, Norah, who is just 
19, has suffered a mental breakdown that has left her speechless and sitting on the northeast corner 
of Bathurst and Bloor in Toronto, wearing a sign around her neck that says "Goodness".

Through Reta, Shields, who adapted her novel for the stage with her daughter, takes a feminist angle. 
Without telling us much about Norah, and therefore without much justification, Reta puts forward the 
argument that Norah is giving extreme expression to "the big female secret of wanting and not 
getting". Norah is protesting her exclusion as a woman from intellectual and moral life. Paradoxically, 
she is asserting her existence by publicly denying it.

These ideas would be more compelling if they were more firmly embedded in incident and character. 
Indeed, the intellectual line of the play gets repetitive and starts to sag in the second act. It is only 
saved near the end of the script. That's when we finally find out at least part of what precipitated 
Norah's breakdown and the play's ideas acquire a persuasive illustration of their accuracy.

Still, there's always a ring of truth to the text's thematic core, and both the script and this production 
encourage us to open ourselves to its intellectual pleasures. By speaking directly to us, Reta invites a 
sense of engaged conversation. The script also creates room for thought by deliberately alienating us. 
It presents different realities; the characters from Reta's comic novel participate in the creation of their 
stories.

In Tim Matheson's gorgeously abstract production design, projected words and images illuminate 
enormous screens. Visuals of women's mouths speaking but making no sound, for instance, 
emphasize the sense of loss that is part of Norah's silence. And Marguerite Witvoet's subtle sound 
design speaks to the heart without telling it what to feel.

Besides, Nicola Cavendish plays Reta in this production. No actor could bring more humanity to the 
role. Cavendish shows us Reta's gaping emotional wound, then shows us how she survives-mostly by 
escaping into her comic writing. One of the play's loveliest scenes, a sexual encounter between Reta 
and her husband, gives expression to the way our partners' bodies can provide life-sustaining 
sanctuary. So there is grounding here, too.

Tara Hughes overacts in a couple of small roles, especially as Reta's younger daughter, and Act 2 
takes a long detour with Reta's editor and Reta's mother-in-law. But most of the performances are 
first-rate, and Unless remains a unique and stimulating evening of theatre.  
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